HEZBERG LONG TONE EXERCISES

(PRACTICE WITH TUNER ON STAND AND METRONOME SET AT QUARTER NOTE=60)

1. \[ \text{Repeat until tuner needle centers quickly every time.} \]

2. \[ \text{Repeat until tuner needle centers quickly every time.} \]

3. \[ \text{Repeat until tuner needle centers quickly every time.} \]

4. \[ \text{Start with 4 beats per section, then increase.} \]

5. \[ \text{Start with 4 beats per section, then increase.} \]

6. \[ \text{INTERVALS: With tuner on, play 3rds, 4ths, and 5ths (slurred) up and down the length of the instrument. Try to get the tuner needle to register quickly in the center of each note. Crescendo to the upper register. Also try playing intervals pp.} \]
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